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PHOTO SENSOR ARRAY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
 
By Michael W. Rossman, Virgil F. Young, and James R. Beall
 
Martin Marietta Aerospace
 
SUMMARY
 
The development of an improved-capability Photo Sensor Array
 
imager for use in a Viking '75 type facsimile camera is presented.
 
This imager consists of silicon photodiodes and lead sulfide de­
tectors to cover a spectral range from 0.4 to 2.7 microns. An
 
optical design specifying filter configurations and convergence
 
angles is described. Three electronics design approaches, AC­
chopped light, DC-dual detector, and DC-single detector, are
 
investigated. Experimental and calculated results are compared
 
whenever possible using breadboard testing and tolerance analysis
 
techniques. Results show that any design used must be forgiving
 
of the relative instability of lead sulfide detectors. Elec­
tronics design must be a compromise between gain and drift. A
 
final design using lead sulfide detectors and associated elec­
tronics is implemented by fabrication of a hybrid prototype de­
vice. Test results of this device show a good agreement with
 
calculated values.
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The Viking '75 lander missions to Mars used facsimile cam­
eras to provide imagery data. These cameras used a Photo Sensor
 
Array consisting of silicon photodiode detectors and associated
 
electronics to image over the silicon response range of 0.4 to
 
1.0 pm. The characteristics of this system have been described
 
in Reference 1. Several improvements on this system to provide
 
spectrometric capability have been proposed and evaluated. Ref­
erences 2 and 3 investigated the direct-coupled (DC) mode of de­
tector operation using 29 filtered silicon photodiode channels
 
to cover the range ,from 0.53 to 0.96 pm. Further improvements
 
in the filter spectrometer concept were suggested by Reference 4
 
which predicted performance and constraints of a system using
 
silicon photodiodes and lead sulfide detectors to cover the
 
spectral range of 0.4 to 2.7 pm. A more detailed examination of
 
this system was performed using computer model simulation (see
 
Reference 5).
 
The purpose of the present effort is to implement a proto­
type device which will meet the requirements of Reference 4 in
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general and 5 in particular using hybrid microcircuit technol­
ogy similar to that used on the Viking PSA. This paper pre­
sents the development and investigation of various design con­
cepts proposed to produce a hybrid prototype PSA.
 
In addition, several tangential evaluations which are es­
sential to the overall PSA development are described. All in­
vestigations, analyses, tests, and evaluations performed in the
 
evblutionary development of the working prototype model are also
 
presented.
 
SYMBOLS
 
D* spectral detectivity, cm~-./iz/W
 
lower 3db cutoff frequency
k 
fH upper 3db cutoff frequency
 
ITE thermoelectric cooler current, A
 
TTE thermoelectric cooler temperature, Q0
 
VC dark signal correction voltage, V
 
VNO RMS output noise voltage, 1V
 
V0 output voltage, V
 
VSUB sample and subtract voltage, V
 
VTE thermoelectric cooler voltage, V
 
V+ 
 detector bias voltage, V
 
2 
IVOUT DC drift output voltage, V
 
wavelength, pm
 
DESIGN
 
This section presents the electronic and optical design of
 
a hybridized Photo Sensor Array (PSA). Design goals, approaches
 
investigated, and approaches implemented are discussed.
 
Design Goals
 
The ultimate goal is the development of an improved capa­
bility Photo Sensor Array which can operate into the infrared
 
regio of the spectrum. This is to be accomplished by the accum­
ulation of knowledge of lead sulfide sensor performance and the
 
design and fabrication of a prototype PSA using hybrid micro­
circuit technology.
 
Specifically, amplification of low level photoconductive
 
detector changes without serious degradation of signal-to-noise
 
ratio is desired. PSA electronics should consume low power, be
 
stable with respect to output drift, and operate at low noise
 
levels over a bandwidth of 140 Hz. Optical design should be im­
plemented with techniques similar to those used on the Viking
 
Photo Sensor Array and should employ standard silicon photo­
diodes and lead sulfide detectors. Filter holder orientation
 
and incident radiation convergence angles should be designed to
 
produce negligible vignetting when used with an f5.65 optical
 
system. Spectral response up to 2.7 microns is also desired.
 
Detector and Optics Design
 
Optical sensing in the visible and infrared regions of the
 
spectrum presently requires the use of two types of detectors.
 
Silicon (Si) photodiodes provide spectral detectivity in the
 
visible region and lead sulfide (PbS) photoconductive sensors,
 
among othersin the infrared region. Since Si photodiode tech­
nology is well documented and PbS detector performance in this
 
application is not, investigation of PbS detectors is emphasized.
 
Originally, an Si array of two rows of four cells each and a PbS
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array of one row of eight cells was proposed. These configura­
tions are shown in Figure 1. This Figure also defines the pro­
posed PbS optical system including filter holder descriptiondi­
mensional spacings, and angular calculation. Private communi­
cation (2/26/76 letter) and technical discussions with Mr. Bill
 
Davis of ITEK have provided data that indicate for a spacing of
 
0.020" between filter holder and detector, and 0.020" detector
 
centers there would be no significant vigentting with an F5.6
 
optics system. It is further indicated that opening up the
 
detector spacing to 0.035" to better accommodate filter sizes
 
and convergence angles would still result in negligible vignet­
ting. This data is based on a 10% off-axis detector location
 
and indicates that approximately 16% vignetting would ocurr with
 
an F4 system. The Si optical system is the same as used on the
 
Viking PSA.
 
The PbS array design, then, consists of 0.015 x 0.015" de­
tectors separated by 0.0348" with a 0.020" distance from the
 
filter holder to the detectors for an f5.65 system. It will
 
also include a 0.004P distance from the edge of the filters to
 
the active portion to allow a KERF line for cutting the filters.
 
Electronics Design
 
Si photodiode electronics design and performance have been
 
well documented during the Viking program and in literature such
 
as References 2 and 3. The design initially proposed for the
 
hybrid PSA is shown in Figure 2 and is similar to that used-on
 
the Viking PSA. It uses transimpedence amplifiers with monolithic
 
FET input operational amplifiers followed by an 8 to I analog
 
multiplexer and a post gain stage.
 
Several methods of amplifying and processing the .PbS detec­
tor photoconductive changes were proposed and investigated.
 
Design considerations also included hybrid packaging.
 
An AC-chopped light approach was initially considered be­
cause of its advantages in the area of dark signal error correc­
tion. That is, if the input radiation is mechanically chopped,
 
alternate signals representing dark and light conditions will
 
be available for processing outside the PSA. The AC approach
 
requires a single row of eight PbS detectors located under the
 
vanes of a tuning fork chopper. The original design using this
 
approach was developed by William R. Patterson,. III of Brown
 
University and was transmitted to Martin Marietta in a 23 January
 
4 
1976 private communication which was also made available to
 
NASA Langley. This letter provides detailed optical and elec­
tronic analyses which define and characterize the design in
 
terms of its important parameters (i.e., PbS detectivity, re­
sponsivity, noise, and size; optical filter dimensions and con­
vergence angles; chopper dimensions and frequency response;
 
amplifier circuitry, transfer functions, and noise). A sum­
mary of recommended primary design characteristics is shown in
 
Table 1. This design was to have been implemented with hybrid
 
packaging technology similar to that used on the Viking PSA.
 
One hybrid packaging scheme which would implement this ap­
proach is shown in Figure 3. This Figure shows placement of
 
the chopper in the center of the hybrid package (with Si photo­
diodes exposed) flanked by two hybrid substrates containing the
 
detector amplification circuitry. Chopper requirements, coordi­
nated with Bulova, specify a chopper which would operate at 800
 
Hz and have stainless steel blades which would be coated black
 
for low light reflectance from 1.0 to 2.7 microns. PbS ampli­
fication circuitry is shown in Figure 4 and employs 6 db/octave
 
bandpass preamplifier stages, tuned second-stage amplifiers and
 
chopper drive control demodulator sections. One disadvantage
 
of this system is the requirement to process the output signal
 
from AC back to DC outside the PSA hybrid. A further disadvan­
tage is the increase in mechanical complexity which may cause
 
a decrease in overall system reliability.
 
The next approach considered was a DC-dual detector system.
 
This system was designed to eliminate the need for dark signal
 
correction by external signal processing circuitry and to pro­
vide drift compensation for the inherent instability of PbS de­
tectors.- Physically, this approach would eliminate the chopper
 
shown previously in Figure 3 and would require two rows of
 
eight PbS detectors. One row is to be kept dark to provide a
 
reference signal which is used for internal dark signal correc­
tion. The other row (sensing cells) is located under the filter
 
holder as was shown previously in Figure 1. An important opti­
cal consideration in this system is the row-to-row detector
 
spacing which must be large enough to preclude stray light from
 
affecting the dark (reference) cells. The circuitry required
 
(see Figure 5) is similar in some aspects to a bridge configu­
ration in that the output from the reference (dark signal) ampli­
fier is "balanced" against the sense cell output at an amplifier
 
summing node. This system embraces the features and advantages
 
of the AC design, but also provides low frequency, I/F, noise
 
rejection since the capacitor in the reference amplifier feed-
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back can be made relatively large (determines low frequency cut­
off). The dual detector system also eliminates the need for
 
external correction, but its success depends heavily on the
 
drift characteristics of the detectors' Documentation of this
 
design including definition and characterization of its most im­
portant parameters is provided by the tolerance analysis shown
 
in the Mathematical Analyses section of this report.
 
The final approach considered and eventually implemented 
in hybrid form was a DC-single detector system which evolved of 
necessity due to certain problems encountered during investiga­
tion of PbS detectors and breadboard testing. The physical con­
figuration of this approach is similar to the DC-dual detector 
with the PbS reference cells removed. However, the addition of 
a thermoelectric cooler provides for the thermal stability 
of the detector array. It is required to maintain the detector 
array at 25 ± IC for ambient temperatures between approximately 
-48 and + 6SC. In the amplifier circuitry the reference ampli­
fier is replaced by a DC correction voltage. Figure 6 shows
 
the circuitry required to produce this.system. Documentation
 
of this design including definition and characterization of its
 
most important parameters is provided by the tolerance analysis
 
shown in the Mathematical Analyses section of this report.
 
Due to the nature of this program (technology development),
 
design approaches were investigated and evaluated until they
 
were found to be impractical or until another approach was
 
shown to be superior. Further, the depth of investigation
 
necessarily changed as new facts were uncovered. Therefore,
 
as certain areas were more intensely studied, other areas
 
which were more well defined were eliminated from study. Such
 
progressive narrowing down of perspective occurred on this de­
velopment program. The AC approach was iditially investigated
 
until it was found to he incompatible with existing Viking
 
camera design requirements. While the DC-dual detector approach
 
met these requirements, it became relatively impractical due to
 
lack of TCR matching between reference and sense PbS detectors.
 
Finally, it was determined that a deeper understanding of the
 
behavior of PbS detectors was essential to the development of
 
a PSA design. Hence, the compromise design of the DC-single
 
detector approach emerged as the best way to provide a hybrid
 
test vehicle where PbS characteristics could be studied to the
 
exclusion of Si detectors, multiplexing techniques, and post­
amplification techniques. Further, optical implementation pnd
 
testing was also eliminated due to the heavy emphasis placed
 
on detector technology development and multiple design investi­
gation.
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSES
 
Mathematical analyses were performed to support PSA design
 
efforts. This section describes tolerance analyses of the DC­
dual detector and the DC-single detector approaches and a thermal
 
analysis of thermoelectric cooler requirements.
 
Tolerance Analyses
 
These analyses consist of calculations of DC drift, AC
 
transfer function, and noise characteristics based on circuit
 
component values and tolerances. They predict breadboard and
 
hybrid circuit performance and identify worst-case conditions.
 
DC drift determination is accomplished by calculating output
 
sensitivity to detector, offset voltage, bias current, and cir­
cuit resistor drifts. The AC transfer function in the complex
 
frequency domain is obtained from a gain model which includes
 
first pole and feedback time constants. An output RMS noise
 
equation is obtained from a noise model constructed from de­
tector, Johnson resistor, bias current shot, and amplifier
 
noise sources. Summarized results are shown for both DC ap­
proaches in Table II. It should be noted when comparing the
 
two approaches that the dual detector analysis assumed a gain
 
of 15 while the single detector assumed a gain of 30. This is
 
because detectors with dark resistances of 1 mQ were used in
 
the dual detector breadboard and 500 KQ in the single detector
 
hybrid prototype. Complete analyses may be seen in Appendices
 
A and B, for the dual detector and single detector, respectively.
 
Thermal Analysis
 
A thermal analysis was performed to define thermoelectric
 
cooler/heater requirements. It was assumed that the detector
 
array was to be maintained at 2'C for ambient temperatures be­
tween -48 and + 69C. For this analysis 2YC was chosen as a worst­
case condition in terms of the heater/cooler operation. It is recog
 
nized in actual application that lower temperature operation is
 
recommended for a more efficient detector performance. The de­
tailed analysis is shown in Appendix C. Results show that heating
 
the detector from a low ambient condition is the worst case and
 
that the maximum power required is 0.469 watts.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
 
This section presents the results of PbS detector supplier
 
and user survey, PbS detector testing, DC-dual detector bread­
board testing, and DC-single detector hybrid prototype testing.
 
PbS Detectors
 
Early tolerance analysis results showed that PbS detector
 
characteristics would dominate PSA performance parameters such
 
as drift and noise to such an extent that a thorough investiga­
tion of these detectors was warranted.
 
Published PbS detector technical data were reviewed to ob­
tain a better understanding of device physics and performance.
 
The PbS detector is a polar semiconductor with an N-type compo­
sition in the unoxidized form.
 
The detector film is a polycrystalline structure which is
 
typically 1.0 micron thick. The films are produced by one of
 
two methods, vacuum evaporation or chemical deposition. Of
 
these two, chemical deposition is the most widely used process.
 
Following film deposition they must be sensitized to optimize
 
their photoconductive response. For a vacuum evaporated PbS film
 
sensitizing is accomplished by evaporating the film in a low
 
pressure oxygen atmosphere. For a chemically deposited PbS film
 
there are two methods for sensitization. One is by baking film
 
at a high temperature in an oxygen atmosphere. The second is
 
by introduction of a chemical oxidizing agent in the chemical
 
bath. Following deposition the film is vacuum baked to opti­
mize the photoconductive response. This second method provides
 
a better film consistency and the process is more easily con­
trolled. The crystallite size in an unoxidized film is in the
 
order of 0.5 microns. Oxidation of the film decreases the
 
crystallite size to about 0.1 microns. Uniformity of crystallite
 
size is an important factor in obtaining uniform photoresponse
 
across the detector film. The oxidation of the PbS film changes
 
the surface from an N-type to a P-type semiconductor. The P-type

0 
thickness has been postulated to be in the area of 300 A.
 
Being a polycrystalline structure, the PbS film contains a
 
multiplicity of energy band gaps. Therefore, photoconductive
 
response and carrier conduction in the PbS are complex mecha­
nisms and have received a great deal of study and analysis. Two
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theoretical mechanisms of photoconductive response have been
 
postulated. One is that photons generate free carriers which
 
increase the conductivity of the detector. The second is that
 
photons generate free carriers which are trapped in the film.
 
The trapped carriers reduce the potential barriers, thereby in­
creasing the effective carrier mobility which in effect in­
creases the detector conductivity. For PbS detectors the appli­
cable mechanism appears to be the first postulation of free
 
carrier generation.
 
Also, as a polycrystalline film, the physical properties
 
exhibit extremely wide variances between film deposition lots.
 
Therefore, to obtain optimum matching of detector characteris­
tics the detectors must originate from the same deposition pro­
cess lot.
 
A survey was made of PbS suppliers and users. Three sup­
pliers were contacted regarding the application of PbS detectors
 
in DC circuit applications. The suppliers contacted were Infra­
red Industries in Waltham, Massachusetts, Santa Barbara Research
 
Center in Goleta, California, and Opto Electronics in Petaluma,
 
California. The dark resistance TCR tracking typically runs
 
from 5% to 20% for off-the-shelf detectors. The general con­
sensus was that a 1% TCR tracking between matched detectors would
 
be difficult to meet. A major concern was the extreme sensiti­
vity of the detector films to moisture. This sensitivity can
 
be reduced by using a coating to seal the film surface. The
 
PbS detector resistances range from 0.5 to 5.0 megohms with
 
typical being 1-2 megohms. There was no data available regarding
 
aging effects on TCR tracking. The maximum temperature rating
 
for PbS detectors is + 76C. This severely limits the possible
 
utilization of accelerated testing to evaluate aging effects
 
-and operating life performance. Very little application infor­
mation was available regarding DC circuit applications. The
 
majority of detector applications is involved with classified
 
military programs and this information is not available. There
 
are three detector parameters which are very sensitive to temper­
ature changes, dark resistance, ThV and responsivity. These
 
parameters exhibit a negative temperature coefficient of typi­
cally 3-4%C. D* and responsivity improve with decreasing
 
temperature. These three parameters can be degraded by flashing
 
the detector. Flashing is the exposure to ultraviolet or strong
 
visible light. Dark resistance decreases due to flashing. The
 
degree of degradation cannot presently be predicted. It is de­
pendent on the intensity, wavelength and duration of exposure
 
and this reaction has not been characterized. Generally, for
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PbS detectors, if the detector is allowed to remain in a dark
 
condition it will recover in about one day or at a temperature
 
of 50-6&C in about one hour.
 
Four users of infrared detectors were contacted. They
 
were Martin Marietta/Orlando; Night Vision Lab at Fort Belvoir,
 
Virginia, Hughes Aircraft, and JPL. Martin/Orlando and Night
 
Vision Lab had no experience with PbS detectors. Hughes Air­
craft has applications utilizing PbS detectors but they are on
 
classified contracts and they would not discuss them. JPL
 
used PbS detectors on the Mars Orbiter (Mars Atmospheric Water
 
Detection System, MAWD). These detectors were radiation cooled
 
to maintain temperature stability. Difficulty was experienced
 
in identifying or defining the best quality and performance that
 
could be obtained from the supplier. This information was
 
classified by the programs for which they were developed, so
 
JPL elected to screen the rejects from these military programs.
 
They felt that they were able to obtain better detectors using
 
this method than what could be obtained from off-the-shelf pro­
duct. From this screen they selected the best detector for each
 
application. This necessitated the selection of detector bias
 
voltage and compensation resistor for each detector in the sys­
tem. They were not aware of stabilization or screening tests
 
which could be utilized in the evaluation of detector relia­
bility.
 
A literature search to identify recommended visual inspec­
tion and electrical screening criteria has been unsuccessful.
 
Very little information was available from the suppliers as
 
well.
 
Fifteen detectors which were deposited on three different
 
substrate materials were obtained for evaluation. The substrates
 
were polished A1203 , sapphire and quartz. This evaluation pri­
marily addressed the dark resistance parameter with respect
 
to temperature. The detector elements were tested at five dif­
ferent temperatures between 20 and 6dC using various time in­
crements and temperature sequence. The test circuit utilized
 
was equivalent to that used by the supplier. The detector
 
bias is applied to the detector through a I megohm series load
 
resistor. The detector resistance is extrapolated from the
 
detector voltage drop and circuit current. The detector bias
 
voltage used was as specified by the detector manufacturer. The
 
detectors were covered to preclude exposure to direct light or
 
IR from the test chamber heater.
 
10 
A summary of these data showed:
 
1) 	Thermal stabilization following the application
 
of detector bias was greater than two hours for
 
an initial ambient temperature of 26C.
 
2) 	The delta temperature generated by the detector
 
film power dissipation ranged from 1.0 to 4.C.
 
3) 	Extrapolated TCR's using least squares linear re­
gression ranged from 9.5K to 17.2K ohms pert.
 
The mean for all detectors measured was 12.3K ohms
 
pert. This is equivalent to an average of 1.4%o/C
 
over the range of 20-60b.
 
10 - 5 	 5to -8.2 x 10 ­4) 	 The TCR slopes ranged from -7.0 x 
10 - 5 for 	polished A1 2 0 3 , -6.9 x to -8.7 x 10 - 5 for 
x 10 - 4 to -1.1 x 10 - 4 sapphire and from -1.0 
for quartz. This showed the tracking quality
 
for detectors deposited on quartz to be far better.
 
DC-Dual Detector Breadboard
 
The DC-dual detector design was breadboarded using discrete
 
components and detectors to provide an experimental comparison
 
against design goals and tolerance analysis values. Two ampli­
fier channels were constructed and two Optoelectronics OE-20
 
discrete packaged detectors were used. Table III shows the
 
performance characteristics of the detectors as tested by the
 
supplier. Throughout the testing and evaluation, the two ampli­
fier channels produced very similar results. Because of this
 
close similarity, results in the following paragraphs will be
 
shown for one channel tQ avoid unnecessarily cluttering the
 
visual presentations.
 
DC drift tests were performed to evaluate stability.
 
Breadboard and detectors were maintained at a room ambient of
 
22 : SC under dark conditions. All power supplies and test equip­
ment were monitored periodically to ensure accuracy of measure­
ment. The results 6f this test are plotted in Figure 7 and
 
show a relatively large amount of drift with a very long stabi­
lization time constant (apparently due to power dissipation
 
heating effects). Calculations using this data show a 2.37
 
relatively sensor drift (resistance change) over the 1-week test
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period. This compares rather poorly with the 1% drift design
 
goal assumed in the tolerance analysis. Measurements of drift
 
due to the electronics alone (with detectors simulated by film
 
resistors) show the amplifier circuitry contributes less than
 
0.1% drift to the relative sensor drift calculated above. Over­
all output drift (4.90 volts) is also seen to exceed the 3.61
 
volts calculated in the tolerance analysis. Repeated test runs
 
show little hysteresis effects. When testing was repeated at
 
+ 4 C, similar data were gathered.
 
Frequency response measurement was performed to determine
 
gain characteristics and break frequencies. Detectors were
 
simulated with I MQ film resistors and a sinusoidal signal was
 
applied. The breadboard was tested at room ambient temperature
 
by measuring input and output peak and RMS voltages at discrete
 
frequency intervals. The frequency response plot is shown in
 
Figure 8 and compares very favorably with tolerance analysis
 
calculations. Upper and lower break frequencies can be seen to
 
be approximately 0.09 Hz and 125 Hz, respectively, which com­
pares with a design bandwidth of 0.1 to 140 Hz. The upper
 
break frequency deviation is apparently due to stray wiring ca­
pacitance on the breadboard. Results also show that peak gains
 
obtained (- 25 db) are also consistent with tolerance analysis 
values (gain - 15 - 24 db). 
Noise measurements were performed on the breadboard with
 
detectors simulated by film resistorsto determine noise con­
tribution due to amplifier circuitry alone. Wave analyzer tech­
niques were used to determine frequency components of the noise.
 
The data were reduced using calculations based on the noise
 
bandwidth of the wave analyzer. Figure 9 shows the noise char­
acteristics of the amplifier circuitry between 20 and 160 Hz.
 
Extrapolations from this curve and first order approximation
 
calculations of average noise verify the tolerance analysis
 
assumption that the detectors are the dominant contributors to
 
noise in the system. Extrapolation of the curve back to nearly
 
OHz and calculating the average noise over 0 to 140 Hz yields
 
a noise voltage of approximately 16 BV/IH-z. Eliminating the
 
detector noise contribution from tolerance analysis calculations
 
over 0.1 to 140 Hz yields 64 lV/-/1E. This data indicates that
 
the amplifier circuitry performs much better than the tolerance
 
analysis indicates. In fact, the tolerance analysis appears to
 
be an extreme-worst case.
 
12 
DC-Single Detector Prototype Hybrid
 
The DC-single detector design was used to fabricate and
 
package a prototype hybrid PSA which is illustrated in Figure
 
10. The PSA hybrid contains seven PbS preamplifiers on an
 
alumina substrate which is constructed with screen printed and
 
furnace fired thick film gold conductors, thick film chip re­
sistors, ceramic chip capacitors, and chip integrated circuits.
 
The PSA also contains an 8-cell PbS array custom deposited on a
 
fused quartz substrate by Optoelectronics. A "sandwich" con­
figuration method of construction is used with a thin cover of
 
quartz bonded on top of the detectors with Araldite 6060 epoxy.
 
This provides physical protection for the detectors and the
 
detector overcoating (which acts as a moisture barrier). Table
 
IV summarizes the array characteristics as tested by the sup­
plier. This array is mounted on top of two Marlow Industries
 
1020 thermoelectric coolers with thermally conductive epoxy.
 
The coolers are electrically connected in parallel with a com­
mon wire grounded such that operation is always in the cooling
 
mode.
 
Normal fabrication and assembly techniques and materials
 
were used to produce this hybrid. Aluminum ultrasonic and gold
 
thermocompression wire bonding maintains a nearly monometalic
 
system while epoxy chip, substrate, and cooler mounting provide
 
lower temperature stressing during assembly than would eutectic
 
bonding. Hybrid circuit packaging technology similar to that
 
used on the Viking PSA was employed. The aluminum package used
 
is black anodized to minimize light reflectance and is hermeti­
cally sealable. Early hermeticity tests using a plastic 0-ring
 
produced leak rates less than 1 x 10-7 Atm. cc/sec.
 
Several precautions were taken during hybrid assembly to
 
prevent detector flash damage due to exposure to ultraviolet-or
 
strong visible light. During non-assembly storage detectors
 
were kept in "black boxes" which were opened only under low,
 
indirect lighting. Assembly stations were shrouded to exclude
 
fluorescent lighting and microscope lights were reduced to mini­
mal levels. Supplier data recommends that light exposure levels
 
be less than 15-foot candles. After hybrid assembly was com­
plete, an attempt was made to actively trim the 500 KQ resistor
 
at the VC input while monitoring dark level output voltage.
 
Trimming was accomplished with a laser, but positioning of the
 
resistor under the laser beam was done with a microscope light
 
several times brighter than 15-foot candles. Exposure to this
 
light was approximately two minutes. During trimming it became
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obvious that some kind of degradation had taken place. Mea­
surements taken before and after the exposure indicated that
 
detector resistance had been reduced from its original value by
 
a factor of 0.94 on the average. Further measurements showed
 
the detectors recovered to their original values approximately
 
four hours after removal to "black box," room ambient storage.
 
The hybrid PSA prototype was tested to provide drift, fre­
quency response, noise, responsivity, and thermoelectric cooler
 
performance data. This data may be compared against tolerance
 
analysis calculations made previously.
 
DC drift tests were performed under dark conditions with 
the detector temperature controlled to 20 ± .25C. Correction 
voltages were applied initially to "null" the circuit (set out­
put voltage to zero). The results of a typical and the worst­
case channel are plotted in Figure 11. This curve shows an
 
apparently large drift with a relatively short stabilization
 
time constant. Since the circuit gain is larger than that of
 
the dual detector approach, the output voltage drift is decep­
tive. Obviously, such a high circuit gain is undesirable due
 
to dynamic range considerations. However, when the output drift
 
is referred back to the detector, the detector drift is seen to
 
be 2.3%.typically and 2.7% worst case which again compares un­
favorably with the 1% drift design goal assumed in the tolerance
 
analysis. Overall output drift (7.20 volts typical and 8.00
 
volts worst case) is also seen to exceed the 5.94 volts calcu­
lated in the tolerance analysis.
 
Frequency response measurements are plotted in Figure 12
 
and compare very favorably with tolerance analysis calculations.
 
The upper break frequency calculated at 156 Hz from the toler­
ance analysis is seen to be approximately 160 Hz in the hybrid
 
prototype. Peak gain (28.9 db) is also very consistent with
 
tolerance analysis values (gain - 30 29.5 db).
 
Noise measurements were performed on the hybrid prototype
 
for comparison with tolerance analysis worst-case values.
 
Figure 13 shows the hybrid PSA noise characteristics between
 
10 and 160 Hz. Extrapolating the curve back to nearly 0 Hz and
 
calculating the average noise over 0 to 140 Hz yields a noise
 
voltage of approximately 353 gV/v$-z. This can be compared di­
rectly with the 455 VT/-z value obtained in the tolerance
 
analysis. Again it is found that the tolerance analysis appears
 
to be an extreme worst case condition.
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Detector spectral response testing was accomplished by ex­
posing detectors to filtered (1.8, 2.25, 2.5, 2.7 3.0, and
 
3.5 pm) radiation from a known blackbody source. The blackbody
 
was run at a temperature of 858°K with a chopping frequency of
 
600 Hz. Detectors were maintained at an operating temperature
 
of +2dC with output measurements made alternately at dark and
 
irradiated conditions. Blackbody output power calculations based
 
on physical parameters (detector area, source-to-detector dis­
tance, etc.), known blackbody response, and known filter trans­
missability were combined with detector output measurements.
 
The resulting NEP and D* characterizations are shown in Figure
 
14. Spectral response data is compatible with vendor data with­
in the limitations of the test. Since the entire hybrid was
 
"flooded" with blackbody radiation, detectors were exposed to
 
relatively large background radiation and amplifier chip inte­
grated circuits were also exposed to radiation. These condi­
tions could have contributed to the uncharacteristically high
 
response below 2.5 pm which should have been the approximate
 
peak. This problem is easily corrected by performing the test
 
on totally packaged hybrid (i.e., with filter holder, filters,
 
and windowed lid in place) and using a blackbody with aperture
 
control.
 
Thermoelectric cooler performance was evaluated by reducing
 
the detector temperature, as measured by thermocouple, from
 
room ambient conditions and noting electrical characteristics.
 
Figure 15 shows the current change required to produce various
 
degrees of cooling. Figure 16 shows current-voltage character­
istics. Remembering that two coolers are being used in parallel,
 
these figures can be extrapolated to show single cooler per­
formance. Such an exercise shows that the coolers, as installed,
 
perform significantly less well than supplier specifications
 
indicate they should. It should be noted here that installa­
tion of the coolers in the hybrid PSA requires epoxy attach
 
processing with a 136C, one-hour cure. Coolers are not rated
 
for operation over 86C. but maximum storage temperature speci­
fication is unknown. Recommended mounting temperature is 96C.
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
 
This paper has presented several appraoches to the develop­
ment of an improved-capability photo sensor array for use in a
 
filter spectrometer facsimile camera. Overall PSA design in­
cluding optics, silicon photodiode technology, and silicon
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sensor amplifier circuitry were described. The characteristics
 
of lead.sulfide detectors and three design approaches to process
 
PbS photoconductive changes were investigated. A hybrid proto­
type PSA using a PbS detector array was fabricated and evaluated.
 
Overall PSA optical design using filter holder and windowed
 
package lid has been well documented and provides a sound method
 
of light processing. Silicon photodiode technology and ampli­
fier circuitry are similarly well investigated providing a well
 
established method of imaging. However, it is noteworthy that
 
imaging technology using charge-coupled devices, CCD's, is be­
coming increasingly important as it is steadily developed for
 
use in practical applications. In fact, presently estimated
 
size, weight, resolution, and other technical advantages over
 
conventional imaging techniques would appear to make CCD imaging
 
more desirable than silicon photodiode technology.
 
Lead sulfide detector evaluations produced evidence that
 
inherent thermal instability as shown in relatively large thermal
 
coefficients of resistance requires the accurate controlling of
 
detector temperature. This is particularly disadvantageous
 
since control accomplished by conduction or radiant heating/
 
cooling implies an increase in PSA complexity due to the need
 
for techniques of temperature measurement (thermocouple) and
 
management (thermoelectric device, etc.). Additionally, the
 
.instability in DC drift creates problems in processing and
 
amplification circuitry by restricting the useful gain due to
 
limitation in dynamic range.
 
The three PbS amplifier circuitry designs performed well
 
when compared to predicted and calculated parameters. How­
ever, each had at least one objectional characteristic. The AC7
 
chopped light approach appears very promising due to its ability
 
to provide dark signal and drfft correction, but it requires
 
more processing circuitry external to the PSA to convert AC back
 
to DC signals. Furthermore, the added mechanical complexity and
 
associated decrease in reliability is undesirable.- The DC-dual detec­
tor is a sound approach to self-contained internal dark signal and
 
drift correction, but is restricted in usefulness by PbS detec­
tor instability and lack of tracking. The DC-single detector
 
agproach provides a vehicle with which to evaluate detector and
 
amplifier circuitry performance, but is undesirable because of
 
the external correction signals required for each channel.
 
Production of a hybrid prototype PSA using PbS circuitry
 
only was shown to be feasible. Standard hybrid fabrication and
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assembly methods may be used with some precautionary techniques
 
necessary. Important considerations are the avoidance of flash
 
damage to PbS detectors and assuring that thermal exposure during
 
assembly does not exceed individual component, (detector array
 
and thermoelectric cooler in particular) maximum temperature.
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TABLE I. 

Type of Detector: 

Number of Channels: 

Size of Detectors: 

Bandwidth: 

Preamplifier Circuit: 

Chopper: 

Case Material: 

Window: 

Case Seal: 

AC-CHOPPED LIGHT DESIGN
 
CHARACTERISTICS
 
Room temperature lead sulfide.
 
Two channels active at all times with
 
separate bias connection for each one.
 
.015" square on .035" centers.
 
140 Hz.
 
See Figure 4.
 
Bulova type L2-C with frequency 800 Hz and
 
bright finish blades mounted as closely as
 
possible to the base plane. The blades
 
are .310" long with a rest separation of
 
.025" nominal.
 
Nickel plated brass.
 
Schott RG-780 glass.
 
Silicone rubber, if needed.
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TABLE II. DC PSA ELECTRONICS TOLERANCE ANALYSIS CALCULATIONS
 
DC DRIFT AC 3db BREAK FREQUENCIES OUTPUT RMS NOISE, 
LOWER, UPPER, -­
_ _VouTfL fH NO 
DUAL DETECTOR SYSTEM 
140 Hz 375 Microvolts
3.61 Volts 0.1 Hz 

SINGLE DETECTOR SYSTEM
 
5.94 Volts N/A 156 Hz 455 Microvolts
 
V-0 
Hg
 
TABLE, III. SUPPLIER TEST DATA ON OE-20 PbS DISCRETE DETECTORS 
ELEMENT DETECTOR DARK DETECTOR DRESPONSIVITY
RESISTANCE CSIGNAL
SERIAL _BIAS SIGNAL NOISE TO
 
NUMBER AMBIENT (VOLTS) (p VOLTS) (p VOLTS) NOISE (1 pk/ 600 pk, 600 
(W) RATIO (VOLTS/WATT) (CM Hz 1/2 W-1 
1 .722 12 125 1.5 83 3.39 x 1O6 1.79 x 1011 
3 .915 12 165 2.0 83 4.48 x i06 1.78 x 1011 
TEST CONDITIONS: 
Blackbody Temperature 500 Degrees Kelvin
 
Flux Density 6.25 x 10-6 Watts/CM 2
 
Chopping Frequency 600 Hertz
 
Noise Bandpass 10 Hertz 0
 
Operating Temperature 298 Degrees Kelvin
 
Heat Sink Temperature N/A Degrees Kelvin
 
Detector Element Size .025 x .025 CM
 
-4  
Area 6.25 x 10 CM2
 
Dk (Apk) . 106
 
D* (BB)
 
TABLE IV. SUPPLIER TEST DATA ON 11780 8-ELEMENT PbS DETECTOR ARRAY 
ELEMENT 
SERIAL 
NUMBER 
DETECTOR DARK 
RESISTANCE 
RESISTANCE 
AMBIENT 
M 
DETECTOR 
BIAS 
(VOLTS) 
SIGNAL 
(ji VOLTS) 
NOISE 
(p VOLTS) 
SIGNAL 
TO 
NOISERATIO 
RESPONSIVITY 
A pk, 600 
(VOLTS/WATT) 
.)( pk, 600 
(CM Hz 1/2 W 
1) 
I 
233-8-I .523 12 60 1.1 59 7.01 x 105 8.31 x 1010 
2 .526 12 63 1.2 56 7.36 x 105 7.88 x 1010 
3 .550 12 65 1.2 58 7.59 x 105 8.16 x 1010 
4 .532 12 61 1.2 54 7.13 x 10
5 7.60 x 1010 
5 .536 12 64 1.2 54 7.48 x 105 7.60 x 1010 
6 .539 12 63 1.2 55 7.36 x 105 7.74 x 1010 
7 .542 12 64 1.2 56 7.48 x 105 7.88 x 
1010 
8 .540 12 62 1.2 54 7.24 x 105 7.66 x 1010 
TEST CONDITIONS: 
Blackbody Temperature 500 
Flux Density 6.25 x 10 -6 
Chopping Frequency 600 
Noise Bandpass 10 
Operating Temperature 298 
Degrees Kelvin 
Watts/CM2 
Hertz 
Hertz 
Degrees Kelvin 
Heat Sink Temperature ___N/A Degrees 
Kelvin 
Detector Element Size .0381 x .0381 CM Area 1.45 x 1O "3 CM2 
D* ( h Pk) 106 
D* (BB) 
.- I I ~~i~f34 OXp& 
,0318 DIA 
.oaoP 
-
-
If 
A 
.345--
--4.0348I 
Drr -A 
t 
..ox.05 PbS 
i DE/'EC7aR 
-ore ; 
[--FliTER HOLDER 
ViewiNG PORT 
EXISTIG S; ARRAY 
.4786 
Figure 1. Detector and optical 
Configuration
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Figure 2. silicon Photodiode Amplifier Circuitry
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Figure 5. Lead Sulfide Detector Amplifier Circuitry for DC-Dual Detector Design 
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Figure 6. Lead Sulfide Detector Amplifier Circuitry for DC-Single Detector Design
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Figure 9. Noise Characteristics of Dual Detector Breadboard
 
(a) Prototype PSA
 
(b) Electronics and PbS Detector Array
 
Figure 10. Hybrid Prototype Photo Sensor Array
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Figure 13. Noise Characteristics of PSA Single Detector Hybrid
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Figure 14. Spectral response of PSA single detector (PbS) hybrid
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APPENDIX A
 
TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF THE
 
DC-DUAL DETECTOR PBS PREAMPLIFIER 
A circuit for amplifying low level PbS photoconductive
 
changes must be capable of rejecting the bias current from the
 
photoconductor and amplifying low level light signals without
 
serious degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio. Several
 
schemes have been examined for DC coupled circuits (or very low
 
frequency response circuits) that will be tolerant to the in­
herent instability of lead salt detectors. The application
 
does not specifically allow a dark sample DC correction internal
 
to the hybrid circuit or the problem would suggest a more straight­
forward solution. With the self-contained idea in mind, we are
 
forced to consider using a reference cell (dark) to balance the
 
drift from a sensing cell. This can be implemented in various
 
bridge type approaches with a differential amplifier to monitor
 
both legs of the bridge. One would like to achieve the DC drift
 
cancellation of the bridge (and the power supply rejection)
 
while avoiding increased I/F noise from the reference cell.
 
After studying this problem, we found that this requires a con­
siderably more complex amplifier than space would permit in an
 
8-channel hybrid circuit. The following circuit was selected
 
because it is similar to the circuit that Bill Patterson sug­
gested for a chopped light version of the PSA and will allow al­
most the same artwork to be used for both the DC and AC PSA.
 
It does not provide any advantage for power supply rejection
 
but does eliminate the noise contribution from the reference
 
cell. From an amplifier noise contribution consideration, it
 
is similar to an instrumentation amplifier and a standard bridge
 
configuration circuit.
 
PbS Preamplifier
 
This circuit uses the reference cell and amplifier to pro­
vide an equal and opposite current into the summing node of A 1.
 
Current flowing the feedback resistor is only signal current.
 
The capacitor, C, can be made relatively large to reject most
 
of the low frequency noise of the reference cell. As will be
 
shown, without feedback, the long term drift between the refer­
ence and sensing cells is still critical to maintain dynamic
 
range for the amplifier output and the sample and subtract cir­
cuitry that follows the preamplifier. Preamplifier circuitry
 
is shown below.
 
Cf
 
Rf
 
+VB 0 A(15V) RS 
OV
 
R 
-- C-
Bias Current Rejection
 
The gain .to the bias supply is:
 
VO = + Rf 
Therefore, if the two cells are equal in resistance, the output
 
is zero. The sensitivity to either cell drifting and also the
 
low frequency gain is:
 
V VB(-Rff VB_ 
V0 = v -f + R R R R + Rf (RS + tR)S R L R (RS + LS J 
with VB = 15 volts, RS = RR nominally:
 
VO = 15 Rf ARSRR (RS + ZIRS) 
If we set the preamp gain for Rf = 15 RS which is probably on
 
the low side from a signal-to-noise ratio consideration, but
 
may be all that is practical from a DC drift standpoint, the
 
output signal is:
 
38 
-- 
V0 = 225 aRS
 
RS + AnRS
 
A 1% relative drift produces 2.25 volts at the output. The
 
system could probably stand 3 to 5% drift and still allow dark
 
signal subtraction in the next stage. One of the primary tasks
 
then, will be to empirically determine the sensor relative drift
 
over time and environment. The final design will be a compro­
mise between preamp gain and DC drift, as we expected.
 
Electronic Drift
 
Worst-case offset voltage occurs with maximum and opposite
 
polarity offset voltages:
 
Rf
 
RR 
RR 

+ 
R 
- /2R
%VV O 
R = 1/2 R 
V O (12:+ 2S
 
V0R
 
S R
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For an LM4250 op amp over its full temperature range, the offset
 
voltage is 5 mV maximum. With R set equal to - RS3 this contri­2 S
 
butes the following output voltage:
 
+ 2 (15) + 2 (30)
= 5 mV L1 = 455 mV
VO 

The bias current for the LM4250 flows out of the input ter­
minal since it uses a PNP input stage. Bias current in the pre­
amplifier is somewhat self-compensating for this amplifier con­
figuration. The output voltage due to bias current is maximum
 
when the bias current of A is zero and the bias current of A1
 
is maximum.
 
= (-IB) Rf
V 0 

is 15 nanoamps at room temperature (typical with RSET = 3 MQ).IB 

DC beta typically varies by about three over 106C range, there­
fore, the maximum output change is:
 
-

V0 = -(45 x 10 
9) (15 x 10 ) 
= 0.68 volts
 
This is an extreme worst-case condition since A2 cannot operate
 
without bias current but a significant change could appear at
 
the output due to amplifier bias current. Amplifier drifts may
 
be minimized by screening but sensor resistance and circuit re­
sistance drift is critical. High stability resistors are re­
quired for R while it is found that Rf can change and not pro­
duce a dark level change.
 
The bias supply gain equation is more correctly written as:
 
V B+x+ R 
The output voltage change with respect to R is found to be:
 
Vo = 225­
1 Z\R 
which is the same sensitivity that the sensors produce. Thick
 
film resistors of moderate geometry have been found to be more
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stable than with minimum geometry. Typically they are stable
 
within 1% over life. Printed simultaneously, the drift would
 
be in the same direction with minimum consequences. Thin film
 
produces more stable resistors--less than .2% drift over life
 
with excellent tracking. The use of thin film would, however,
 
require considerable "real estate" usage to achieve a value
 
of several hundred thousand ohms (required because of Johnson
 
noise considerations). The thin film process produces stable
 
200 ohms per square sheet resistance at +20 ppmfC. Thick film
 
is more typically ±100 ppmfC and would employ, for this case,
 
lOOKQ per square ink. Thick film sheet resistances much above
 
this suffer from static discharge damage and voltage coefficient
 
problems. For a 10C change, there could be a 1% change in R
 
resulting in a 2.25 volt change in preamplifier output voltage
 
if tracking did not occur. These resistors will be printed si­
multaneously with identical geometry to minimize relative drift.
 
For analysis purposes we shall assume AR: .1%, therefore n OUT
 
4 .225 volts. 
Total DC drift is a summation of the amplifier offset volt­
age change, bias current change, circuit resistor changes and
 
detector relative resistance drift.
 
AV OUTOFFSET + UT S+ OUTCIRCUIT R 
OUT OUTDETECTO R 
455 mv + 680 mV + 225 mV + AVOUTDETECTOR
 
1.36 Volt + VOUTDETECTOR
 
This output change will consume most of the dynamic range capa­
bility of the post amplifier unless the post amplifier gain is
 
low. We desire to achieve a gain of 10. Obviously, the gain
 
must be around 2 to 3 if we find 1.36 volts of preamplifier out­
put drift to be added to the detector drift. An alternative is
 
to allow post amplifier DC correction with a sample and hold
 
subtraction controlled by the camera shutter. This capability
 
will be included in the hybrid. In conclusion, even if we find
 
negligible drift error except for detector relative drift, the
 
design will probably require less than 1% relative detector
 
drift and a post amplifier stage gain of 3.
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AC Analysis
 
A transfer function exists for power supply noise and
 
ripple when we use a capacitor in the reference circuit. The
 
power supply will require good regulation and heavy decoupling.
 
The model for the AC power supply noise gain is:
 
1 2 Cf 
R-P 
 V.i 

-V 
 V0-

VB 0-4 15 17 R
t 

v + 
II = VB - i=I1 + 1 -I1 
1 = K - i
V.V
 
R 
14 B­
14VB Vi (sC + I -V) 
£ - ~J (V. -v (sC )= (V - K) R 
Therefore,
 
vK­
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[1, VB -V. Vj 
where'r = RC
 
i+sTa

vj vK A0
 
where a = Ampl. first pole
 
and A 0 = open loop gain
 
Therefore,
 
-R 	 VFLvB + VK (I + sra) VK (1vK L__1sr + sAo Aoj
 
and, 	after reduction:
 
VK R,(R irR(+d +R(1 + sTa)-R ( + sa) (1 + s) 
A0 	 A0
 
with reasonable open loop gain, AO:
 
VK (s) - V R 1
 
Making the same assumption, that A0 is a large value: 
V (s) = - (12 + 13) Rf - (I + 1 7) Rf 
fsTI+ sf 
_(V B + ' )I Rf = 
Rp R I + s ' -(f 
x IVB x
-= Rp R R I+- 1 + -f 
A (s) 	 V0 (s) Rf xS 
v B (S) (l+s ) (I+sOr) 
where 	'f = RfC f 
orE	IS Q43 
10p poop. QUAMX
Thus, the gain to power supply noise has a bandpass filter
 
form. Since the sample and subtract system has a low frequency
 
cutoff of approximately 1/2 TS, where T. is the sample period,
 
we could set the amplifier time constant,
 
= 12 secondsTS 

similar to the Viking camera shutter speed. The upper break fre­
quency is the bandwidth of 140 Hz.
 
Noise Model
 
Rf en5
 
en Ien 2 in eI 
en3
 
en1 = Detector noise
 
en2 = Johnson noise from R
 
inI = Shot noise from bias current of amplifier
 
en4 = Amplifier noise
 
en5 = Johnson noise from Rf
 
en3 = Reference amplifier noise
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Noise Analysis
 
Because the circuit is operating at low frequencies, we
 
are subject to I/f noise in both amplifiers and in the detec­
tor. The noise source, en3, is the noise from the reference
 
amplifier. It has both 1/f and white noise components but only 
has a gain of unity for frequencies above the sample and sub­
tract low frequency limitation. The output RMS voltage noise 
density is: +(en\ 2 /en 2 
2R L'2) +(,-)j+ (en4) 
+Rf X:R.Rf 
The dominant terms will be the amplifier and detector noise
 
since both are predominantly characterized by I/F noise. Bias
 
current noise is:
 
-9 
in 1 2 = 2q Ibias = 2 x 1.6 x 10
- x 15 x 101 9 

2 
amPs 
x 10-274.8 
Johnson noise current for resistor R is:
 
- 2 3 2 4KT 4 x 1.38 x 10 x 300(n2) 
R 5 x 105 
amps
3.31 x 10-26 

Reference amplifier noise is:
 
9 1( 0 6ap
2 
(en) .50 x10-

R 5 x 10 5/-

The detector noise contribution is:
 
e1) 2 2 4VAPP 
OUIGU~45 
OF roOIC6Q 
for Optoelectronics Detectors
 
10 I I 
D* = (1 KHz), 8 x 109 (1 Hz)
 
rr = 350 us 
-
14 cm
KN 

N w-s-Q
 
V~p =15V
 
VAPP 15
 
R =106 Q
 
(14 x 350 us x 15V = 8.45 x 1&22
 
8 x 109 z )
- ) ( 
The signal amplifier noise is multiplied by gain as follows:
 
2R R+i 22 2 2 
en4 + Rf x = en4 (1+ 15 x 3)2 = 2120 en41 x 
assuming Rf = 15 MQ, R = 500 KQ, and R = I MO. The amplifier 
noise voltage is 50 NV/yVz from 40 Hz and up. Below 40 Hz, it 
is characterized by I/F noise and reaches 400 nanovolts at I Hz. 
The noise density above 40 Hz is: 
2 lVts2V0o-12 

= 5 x
2120 en4
 
The feedback resistor contributes Johnson noise at unity
 
gain:
 
2 =1-237
 
en5 = 4KT Rf =4 x 1.38 x x 300 x 1.5 x 
10 =
 
2
l-13 (Volts)
x
2.5 

Finding the output RMS noise amounts to performing the fol­
lowing integration on each noise gain function:
 
jT
f(jw)12 dw] / 2
 
= KVOUT ( MS) 

0 
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This can be approximated, however, by considering abrupt break
 
frequencies. The amplifier bandwidth is assumed abrupt at 140
 
Hz. The low frequency cutoff is also assumed to be abrupt at
 
.1 Hz. These first order approximations allow us to find the
 
output RMS noise voltage as follows:
 
-O2 = Rf2 in12 (10Hz)+ Rf2 n)2(140 Hz) + 
2120 (en4)2 (140 Hz - 40 Hz) + 
2 r 401 2 
2120 (en4 )1 H2 Ln + en5 (140 Hz) +
 
Rf 

.2I+f (e3 (140 Hz)
 
Rf2 1 Hz R 
The op amp noise, en4, at 1 Hz can be read from the data
 
sheet for the LM4250 and is 400 NV/vFz
 
The detector noise at 1 Hz must be derived from the fact
 
that D* is varying versely proportional to frequency.
 
2 K2 KN VApp y 2 
f _--__en1 

L Hz) f 
It is about 8 x 109 at 1 Hz for a PbS detector of 350 psec time
 
constant with peak D* equal to 101 at 1000 Hz.
 
Below is a table of each noise contribution:
 
Source Equation
 
Bias Current Rf2 in12 h f = (15 MQ) 2 (4.8 x 10- 27) (140)
 
2 
(12 uV) 
Rf2
Detector 2 1140 72
Rf en 

=(1.5
[In x 107)
2 1(1 Hz)
 
2 3 ) (7.24) = (370 V) 
2 
(8.4 x 10-
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Source Equation
 
2 3)
f2 2 (1.5 x 107) 2 (4) (1.38 x 10-

Resistor, R Rf (en2)2 f 1 52
 
--
5 x10
 
2
 
R
 
(300) (140) = (32 1W)2 
Resistor, Rf = (4) (1.38 x 10-23) (300) (1.5 x 10 ) 
(140) = (5.9 uV) 
2 
Amplifier Noise 2120 en42 (140-40) = (2120) (5 x 10-8)2 (100) = 
(40 Hz to 140 Hz) 
(23 ]V) 
2 
Amplifier Noise 2120 en 42 n A-0 (2120) (4 x 10-7)2 
(.1 Hz to 40 Hz) 41 Hz [ i 
(6) = (45 IV)
2 
Reference Amplifier Rf2 (en3)2 (140) = (1.5 x 107)2 (10­ 2 6) (140) = 
Noise 
R 
2 
(18 pv) 2 
2V-NO = [12 iV) 2 + (370 pV) + (32 pV) + (5.9 jV) + 
2 2] 1/2 
(23 V) 2+ (45 MV) 1 375 liV 
From an inspection of the output RMS noise equation, it is
 
apparent that detector noise alone dominates. This would indicate
 
that a lesser grade amplifier could be used with little compro­
mise to the signal-to-noise ratio.
 
Let us examine actual data sheet performance on detectors
 
that have been purchased for breadboard testing. Two detectors,
 
.025 x .025 were purchased from Optoelectronics, Inc. They
 
were tested with 12 volts applied across the detector and a
 
I M bias resistor. The noise was 2.0 pV with a 10 Hz bandpass.
 
VN = KN Rp Vin 600 
D*90
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The D* is assumed to be 8 x 109 at I Hz
 
VN = (9.2 x 10 -6) (.1296) = 1.2 pV 
or reasonably close to the tested value. This tends to confirm 
the fact that the detector noise derivation and D* extrapolation 
is correct. The obvious choice for an amplifier is the LM4250 
that was used in the Viking PSA. Specification limits show that 
power consumption is only 3m watt (for ISE T = 10 WA) and the 
noise is 50 NV/V-H .
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APPENDIX B
 
TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF THE 
DC-SINGLE DETECTOR PBS PREAMPLIFIER 
A circuit for amplifying low level PbS photoconductive
 
changes must be capable of rejecting the bias current from the
 
photoconductor and amplifying low level light signals without
 
serious degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio. Several schemes
 
have been examined for DC coupled circuits (or very low frequency
 
response circuits) that will be tolerant to the inherent insta­
bility of lead salt detectors. The following (single detector)
 
circuit was selected because it eliminates the need for matched
 
detector TCR's required by the dual detector approach previously
 
investigated. It also will allow use of from eight to sixteen
 
channels within the hybrid package. It will provide advantages
 
in the areas of DC drift and error due to offset voltages. The
 
primary disadvantage is that it requires dark signal correction
 
by either dark signal sampling or application of a correction
 
voltage, VC
 .
 
Preamplifier Diagram
 
Cf
 
RS Rf 
V B 
--­ --0 V0 
VC-

This circuit uses external correction voltage to provide
 
an equal and opposite current into the summing node of AI * Cur­
rent flowing in the feedback resistor is only signal current.
 
The resistor, RC, can be made equal to RS at dark signal conditions
 
50 
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for optimal design while Rf and Cf are used to set amplifier
 
gain and frequency response.
 
Bias Current Rejection
 
The gain to the bias supply is:
 
v B V C 
VO = - ) Rf\RS 	 RC /
 
Therefore, if RC and RS are equal in resistance and VC = -VB5 
the output is zero. The sensitivity to cell drifting and also
 
the low frequency gain is:
 
VO = 	 -Rf VB Rf VC =-RVf RC VB - Rf (RS + ARs) VC 
RS + tNRS RC RC (RS + ,RS ) 
with V -VC = 15 volts, RS = RC nominally: 
V0 = 15 Rf ARS
 
RC (RS RS)
+ 
If we 	set the preamp gain for Rf = 30 RS which may be more than 
is practical from a DC drift standpoint, the output signal is:
 
= 450 
__RS
V0 

RS + 'R 
A 1% relative drift produces 4.50 volts at the output. The sys­
tem could probably stand 3 to 5% drift and still allow dark
 
signal subtraction in a post amplifier stage. One of the pri­
mary tasks then will be to empirically determine the sensor
 
relative drift over time and environment. The final design
 
will be a compromise between preamp gain and DC drift, as we
 
expected.
 
Electronic 
Drift
 
Worst-case offset voltage occurs as follows:
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Rf
 
R S 
VOS
 
VO = V 1S(l+ Rf+ f
 
For an LM44250 op amp over its full temperature range, the offset
 
voltage is 5 MV maximum. With RC set equal to RSI this contri­
butes the following output voltage:
 
V0 =5 MV (i + 30 + 30) = 305 MV 
The bias current for the LM4250 flows out of the input ter­
minal since it uses a PNP input stage. Bias current in the pre­
amplifier is somewhat self-compensating for this amplifier con­
figuration. The output voltage due to bias current is maximum
 
when the bias current of A1 is maximum.
 
VO = (-IB) Rf 
IB is 15 nanoamps at room temperature (typical with RSE T = 2 M).
 
DC beta typically varies by about three over 106C range, there­
fore, the maximum output change is:
 
x 10-9 ) (15 x 106)
= -(45
VO 

= 0.68 volts
 
The output voltage change with respect to RC is found to be:
 
V0 =450 ARC
 
C
[RC 
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which is the same sensitivity that the RS sensor produces. Thick
 
film chip resistors of moderate geometry have been found to be
 
more stable than with minimum geometry and will be used. Typi­
cally they are stable within .1% over life. For analysis pur­
poses we shall assume AR : .1%, therefore, OUT :5 .450 volts.
 
Total DC drift is a summation of the amplifier offset volt­
age change, bias current change, circuit resistor changes and
 
detector relative resistance drift.
 
= +V -iL + 
AVOUT VOUTOFFSET +vOUTBIAS CIvOUTCIRCUIT R 
S OUTDETECTOR
 
305 MV + 680 MV + 450 MV = OUTDETECTOR
 
1.44 Volt + VOUTDETECTOR
 
It should be noted that since multiplexing and post ampli­
fication technology are well established, they will not be em­
ployed in the hybrid prototype test vehicle being produced.
 
However, since they could be incorporated in future designs with
 
minor circuit additions and package modifications, the following
 
analyses may be of interest. The output calculated above will
 
consume most of the dynamic range capability of a post amplifier
 
unless the post amplifier gain is low. We desire to achieve a
 
gain of 10. Obviously, the gain must be around 3 if we find
 
1.44 volts of preamplifier output drift to be added to the detec­
drift. An alternative is to allow post amplifier DC correction
 
with a sample and hold subtraction controlled by the camera
 
shutter. In conclusion, even if we find negligible drift error
 
except for detector relative drift, the design will probably re­
quire less than 1% relative detector drift and a post amplifier
 
stage gain of 3.
 
AC Analysis
 
A transfer function exists for power supply noise and ripple.
 
The power supply will require good regulation and heavy decoup­
ling. The model for the AC power supply noise gain is:
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12 Cf
 
Rf 2 

3 S
 V
 
0
1 17 	 13RC 
v4 
vC
 
This model neglects output resistance of the amplifiers. Cur­
rent equations for this circuit are as follows;
 
II = VB - i =I1 + 1 -I1
 
1, 2 +13 7

*RS
 
1 7 VC - Vi
 
RC
 
Therefore,
 
- V i + V CI + I I + I V B 	 -
V
 
1 7 	 Rc2 3 SRC
 
1+1 = (V -v) (SC + 	 _) 
f 
=(Vi - VO0) +RffsR
 
2 3 0 f1
 
0 R sf + V R f f
 
whereY' = Rf Cf 
or -V = '2 + 3 0 
 R
f
 
1 + S
 f
 
Rf
 
1 +Ba

and substituting for Vi = -VO AO and 12 + 13: 
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=-v 	 i + Tf V + V + aVov1 + sa 
­- f 

~ AO~s
 
V=0 0 A0 R -fB 	 0 A0 
RS 
1+ s)*f 
Rf 
v +V l+s% C 0 A0
 
RC 
I + sTf 
R f
 
with reasonably large open loop gain, A0 :
 
v 0 (s) B+ 
and atV =-VB; 
V0 (s)= -VB RC - RS 1Sc f~s 
or,
 
A() = (s) RC - RS Rf I 
vB (a) RS I +RC sf 
Thus, the gain to power supply noise has a typical amplifier
 
form with an upper break frequency. Since the sample and sub­
tract system has a low frequency cutoff of approximately 1/2 TS,
 
where TS is the sample period, we could set the amplifier time
 
constant,
 
= TS - 12 seconds 
similar to the Viking camera shutter speed. The upper break fre­
quency is the bandwidth of 140 Hz.
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Noise Model 
Rf 
en5 
RCRS 
in1
 
f en4en,( )f en 
enl 2
 
enI = Detector noise 
en2 = Johnson noise from RC
 
inI = Shot noise from bias current of amplifier
 
en4 = Amplifier noise
 
en5 = Johnson noise from Rf
 
Noise Analysis
 
Because the circuit is operating at low frequencies, we
 
are subject to I/F noise in both amplifier and detector.
 
The output RMS voltage noise density is:
vN : =f lI ++V~ n RfcRRRC+( en)2 +( ene2]] (1 + Rf Rc+%R 
2 
+ en5
 
2 
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The dominant terms will be the amplifier and detector noise since 
both are predominantly characterized by I/F noise. Bias current 
noise is: 
=- 19 x5x1- 9 in1 2q Ibias = 2 x 1.6 x 10 x15xlO = 
= 4.8 x 10- 2 7 (.aps) 2 
Johnson noise current for resistor RC is: 
en2 4 4 x1.38 x 10- 2 3 
C RC 5 x 105 
x 300 =3.31 x 10-26\ Sz 2 
The detector noise contribution is: 
(%n) 2 = [ KNU7,APP] 
2 
for Optoelectronics Detectors: 
D* = 1011 (1 KHz), 
--350 pS 
8 x 109 (1 Hz) 
=K N 14 cm 2-s-9 
VAPP = 15 v 
RS = .5 x 106Q 
The signal amplifier noise is multiplied by gain as 
en4 2 +Rf R C+R 2 = 3721 en4 
2 
follows: 
assuming Rf = 15 Mn RC = 500 KQ and RS = .5 M 
The amplifier noise voltage is 50 NV/., z from 40 Hz and up. 
Below 40 Hz, it is characterized by I/F noise and reaches 400 
nanovolts at 1 Hz. 
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The feedback resistor contributes Johnson noise at unity 
gain: 
2 =0- 237 
en 5 = 4KT Rf= 4 x 1.38 x
1 0 x 300 x 1.5 x 107 
2.5 x i0-13 (volts 2
 = 

Finding the output RMS noise amounts to performing the fol­
lowing integration on each noise gain function:
 
fo f (jw)1 dw] 12
 V0 (RS) = K [ 1 
The output RMS noise voltage is:
 
2 = R 2 in 2 (140 Hz) + Rf2 (u2 2 (140 Hz) 
VNO f 1L10if(1) 
140 2 /en 2 2 
+j Rf ZJ df + en5 (140 Hz) 
+ j 1 4 0 2120 en4 2 )2 df 
Two integrations must be performed to complete the noise
 
calculations. The op amp noise contribution of en4 is as fol­
lows:
 
VNo 3721 (en4 )2) l+2) df 
0 
= 3721 (4 x 10-7)2 (1+ 2Tr frf-. )- 2 df 
+ (5 x 10-8)2 140 (1 + 2T f f) df] 
-
10 8 V = (157 IN) 2 = 2.5 x 
where-rf = 15 MOl x 68 pf 
The detector noise must be derived from the fact that D*
 
is varying inversely proportional to frequency.
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(en) 	 N APP I
 
D* is about 8 x 109 at 1 Hz for a PbS detector of 350 psec time
 
constant with peak D* equal to 101 at 1000 Hz.
 
VN02 = f Rf2(eni)2 df 
7 
= 1.81 x 10 - V = (426 pV)
2 
Below is a table of each noise contribution:
 
Source 	 Equation
 
27 
Bias Current Rf2 in12 f = (15 x 106) 2 x 4.8 x 10- x 140
 
= (12 Iv)2 
2 
Detector £140 Rf 2 tenl df = (426 pY) 2 
- 23)
Resistor, RC Rf2 en22 a = (1.5 x 107) 2 (4) (1.38 x 10 

5 0
5x 1
RC 2 
(300) (140) (32 gv) 2 
Resistor, Rf en52 sf 4 (1.38 x 10-23) (300) (1.5 x 107) (140)
 
2 
(5.9 VV) 
[140 3721 en4 2 ( I )2 df = (157 PV) 2 Amplifier Noise 	 f) 22 _r f 4 
VI 

2 (32 V) 2+ (5.9 WV)
7'NO = 	 F2 V)2+ (426 uV) 2+ 
L+ (157 V)2] 1/2= 455 pV RKS 
From an 	inspection of the output RMS noise equation, it is
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apparent that detector noise alone dominates. This would indi­
cate that a lesser grade amplifier could be used with little
 
compromise to the signal-to-noise ratio. However, from a drift
 
standpoint a low offset voltage amplifier must be used.
 
Let us examine actual data sheet performance on detectors
 
that have been purchased for breadboard testing. Two detectors,
 
.025 x .025 were purchased from Optoelectronics, Inc. They
 
were tested with 12 volts applied across the detector and a
 
I MQ bias resistor. The noise was 2.0 IV with a 10 Hz bandpass.
 
600
R 

VN = KN RS VAF P n-

S APP___ 590 
D* 
The D* is assumed to be 8 x 109 at I Hz 
VN = (9.2 x 10- 6) (.1296) = 1.2 pV
 
or reasonably close to the tested value. This tends to confirm
 
the fact that the detector noise derivation and D* extrapolation
 
is correct. This confirmation is made more solid by the tested
 
performance of two sample detector arrays supplied by Optoelec­
tronics. Under the same test conditions described above, the
 
noise ranged from 1.2 pV to 1.5 pV. The obvious choice for an 
amplifier is the LM4250 that was used in the Viking PSA. Speci­
fication limits show that power consumption is only 3m watt 
(for 1SET = 10 pA) and the noise is 50 NV/fjjt 
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PSA THERMAL ANALYSIS
 
Since PbS detectors require tight temperature control, it
 
is necessary to provide a thermoelectric device to cool or heat
 
the detectors. Thermal requirements are that a cooler/heater
 
with dimensions of 0.16" x 0.16" x 0.11" maintain the detector 
at 25C over an ambient temperature range of -48 to +61C. The 
PbS detector array is deposited on a quartz substrate 0.25" +
 
0.597" x 0.025", sixteen detector leads 0.1" long of 0.001" 
gold wire are used, and Epotek H74 thermally conductive epoxy
 
was used. This system is physically characterized as follows:
 
.597" Q 
Q D .025" Detectoi 
-- Quartz 
QL II ___ I TA .003" Epoxy 
1il" TEC 
T- .003" Epoxy 
TH
 
Thermal conduction in the detector lead wires is described
 
by a thermal conductance, GL, where
 
L ~16-= 2.387 x 10 419 L X
 
Heat supplied to the detector when the PSA package is at 6 C 
("hot case") is 
1BTU 007 at 
= 419 (145 - 77) = 0.1623 - = 0.0476 watts 
ORGAL PG 
OPPooR 61 
or1 0RQUA~LJy 
Heat removed with a "cold case" at -4l'C is
 
S 77 - (-55) 0.315 BT 0.0923 wattsQL = 419 
 Hr
 
Thermal conduction in the epoxy is described by a thermal
 
conductance, GEV where
 
I x .25 x .597
 
G = 144 =4.15
 
.003
 
12
 
Thermal conduction in the quartz substrate is described by
 
a thermal conductance, G., where
 
.62 x .25 x .597
 
G = 144 =0.31
 
.025
 
12
 
A thermal model for the "hot case" condition is as follows:
 
770 F QR =0 "(9) A (6054 - 5374
 
D= .0478 cf .0476
= 

G = .308 Quartz 
1450 QC
 
QL= .1623
 
G = 4.15 Epoxy 
TC
 
Cooler
 
TH
 
G = 4.15 Epoxy 
1450F
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, shows
Calculation of the cooling required, Q.

QC= 0.0478 + 0.0476 + 0.1623 = 0.2577 BTUHr 
= 0.0755 watts
 
Similar calculations for the "cold case" condition show
 
heating required, QH' is
 
QH= -0.0478 + 0.0527 + 0.315 = 0.3199 BUHr
 
= 0.0937 watts
 
Therefore, the worst-case condition is heating the detector
 
Assuming a 20% efficiency, a thermo­when package is at -49C. 

electric device must be capable of handling 0.469 watts. The
 
Marlow Industries MI 1020 single-stage cooler has approximately 
this capability. 
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